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A great rock bar explores an essential dichotomy.

It’s a refuge, but it also feels like the place you ended up. It can be your home
away from home, or merely the address where you can attempt to salvage an
evening gone wrong.
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Picture the place where your
favorite asshole made you laugh
so hard you pissed your pants. Or
where your late night booty call
threw a drink in your face. While
the danger of friends can sink you,
the elation of a stranger seated at a
neighboring barstool can raise you
up. It’s no coincidence that heaven
and hell occupy the opposite
ends of the behavioral reward
spectrum, as well as the second
coming of Black Sabbath. This
duality surfaces in the moniker
of Park Slope’s greatest rock bar
ever—Lucky 13 Saloon.
It’s hard to fathom that Van Halen’s first album
and the Sex Pistols’ first album arrived within four
months of each other, but it’s true. Side by side, two of
the most unintentionally influential rock albums ever
hatched seemed to only have one thing in common—
they were albums that rocked. And though these
two seem to exist on worlds completely alien to each
other, the collective musicology gives Rotten and Roth
orbits in the same fantastic solar system, running laps
around the sun of Hendrix (and avoiding the moons of
Creed). Lucky 13 serves as the galactic shuttle that runs
routes to those two worlds. It collects travelers whose
flight includes six-hour happy hours to smooth out the
turbulence, as well as an on-board staff who’ll make
sure you enjoy the ride with a swig and a smile.
It’s metaphor city from the get-go. For one thing,
you can survey every inch of this place from the front
door, yet not quite know what to make of it at first.

FOR EVERY
AUTOGRAPHED
PHOTO OF
ADRIENNE
BARBEAU
OR MORGAN
FAIRCHILD THAT
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LIBIDO,

Cheap beer leads the charge. But the
hard stuff sits without judgment,
calling you to take your skirt off and
open up the night’s possibilities.
Concert posters of the heavier ilk adorn
the ceiling, with surprises like the Cure
and Einstürzende Neubauten standing
proudly alongside their leathered and
weathered counterparts. The golden
dancer pole on top of the bar is open for
business for both the daring, tattooed
pro and the pickled, but courageous,
first-timer. For every autographed
photo of Adrienne Barbeau or Morgan
Fairchild that tickles the libido, a Lita
Ford or Ramones picture reassures your
soul of the bar’s three-chord allegiance.
That aroma you smell is lost time and
the night’s potential tugging at your
leg. Or perhaps your more fun-loving
appendage.
To call the jukebox metal is to call
the night black. Priest and Maiden lay
down their law for all to hear, but Johnny
Cash sits poised, ready to stab your dark
heart and pour whiskey on the open
wound. The twice-monthly Original Cyn
Burlesque parades a darkly comic and carnally faithful
cast of ladies that can inhabit your spank bank as easily
as a lineup of murder suspects in a pulpy paperback.
Be it the Crüe or the Clash, you’re just as safe in the
unsafest corner of this place. The owners set up shop
in 2004 with a never-say-die commitment to a good
time, but without the Jell-O shot, running suit cheese,
or the craft-beer beardo belt-notchiness.
In the end, if you can resolve your soul to rock out
with a smile like Van Halen, but stick to your guns like
the Sex Pistols, Lucky 13 will help you fly that flag every
single night.

A LITA FORD
OR RAMONES
PICTURE
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THREE-CHORD
ALLEGIANCE.

